Embedded JTAG Solutions
Applications

· test development independent of software or firmware development status
· fast error detection on prototypes for better time-to-market
· pin-accurate diagnosis
· combination of test and programming
· parallel processing of several test targets
· combination of structural and functional test
· easy automation
· generation of safe test vectors
· integration of safety and security mechanisms
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Struktureller und
parametrischer Test mit
Boundary Scan

Funktionaler Test mit
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Flashprogrammierung und
Konfiguration der (C)PLDs/
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Static
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Test and programming applications based on
Boundary Scan technology (IEEE 1149.x) Zugriﬀ über JTAG-Schnittstelle

Programming speed

Test level

Test and programming
applications based
on
Kommunikationsschnittstelle
mit Datenübertragung über eine
Kommunikationsschnittstelle
advanced IP technologies
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Lowspeed bis Mediumspeed

IP = Intellectual Property

Embedded JTAG Solutions
The electronics manufacturing industry has seen
continuously reducing device package size and increased
pin/tracking density. This has a major impact on test access
using physical probes. As a result a new test access method
was developed at the device pin level using serial scan
registers. The scan registers are controlled via an in device
state machine which is accessed through a 4/5 pin Test
Access Port. This became known as Boundary Scan and
was standardized as JTAG (Joint Test Action Group) IEEE
1149.1 in 1990.
The standard provides unique opportunities for expansion
through its open TAP state machine register architecture
and versatility of the JTAG interface / transmission protocol.
These features make JTAG/Boundary Scan a technological
basis for new, non-intrusive access methods and standards
for testing, debugging, programming and emulation: the
Embedded JTAG Solutions.

Embedded Board Test
The Embedded Board Test serves
the verification of structural board
elements. Thus the Boundary Scan,
Microcontroller and FPGA resources
are used to find short circuits,
unsoldered pins or missing pull
resistors in the simplest case.
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IP controlled
semi structural test

IP controlled functional test

IP controlled programming of
Flash memory and
µController

Nominal-Speed

via debug interface
or via communication interface

via debug interface
optional data streaming via
communication interface

Nominal-Speed to Stress

Nominal-Speed to Stress

High speed to Ultra High speed

Structural test using a
combination of Boundary
Scan and IP operations

Functional test
using a combination of
Boundary Scan
and IP operations

IP controlled programming
of Flash memory and
µController

via debug interface

via debug interface

Static to At-Speed

Static to At-Speed

Medium speed to High speed

Structural and parametric
test with Boundary Scan

Functional test with
Boundary Scan

via JTAG interface

via JTAG interface

Flash memory programming
and configuration of
(C)PLDs/FPGAs by
BoundaryScan

Static

At-Speed

via debug interface

via JTAG interface
Static

Static

Low speed to Medium speed
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Programming

Embedded Programming

High speed to
Ultra High speed

Embedded Functional Test

Medium speed to
High speed

Embedded Board Test

via debug interface
or via communication interface

Test

test and programming applications

Professional

(Boundary Scan plus)
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Stress

Embedded JTAG Solutions

Standard
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IP = Intellectual Property

Embedded Functional Test
Today's test strategies require more
than just the simple testing of board
connections. In addition to proper
contacting, the board and component
functions must also be tested. This is
where the Embedded Functional Test is
applied.

Embedded Programming
In addition to the verification of flawless
connections and functional testing of a
PCB, the programming of various data is
also a major challenge. Above all, increasing
data volumes and growing demands on
programming speed pose a major hurdle.
With the help of the Embedded JTAG
Solutions, the test system can be optimized
for your specific requirements.
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Infrastructure test

ATPG Infrastructure















µP System Cluster test

Basic Test Generation
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Interconnection test

ATPG Interconnection 1149.1















µP GPIO/ADC/DAC test

Basic Test Generation
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Interconnection
test 1149.6

ATPG Interconnection 1149.6
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FPGA FERT

Basic Test Generation
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BSC/FPT

ATPG Interactive ATE
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Dynamic Memory
Stress test

Basic Test Generation
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RAM Interconnection test

ATPG Memory Access
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µP Interface test

Basic Test Generation
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PLD/FPGA configuration

PLD Program Generators
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Flash programming

Automated Flash ISP (AFPG)
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µP OnChip Flash
programming
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µP Flash programming
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ATPG Clusters (Truth Table)
Logic Cluster test

ATPG Clusters (Waveform)
ATPG Logic Components

Device I/O test

ATPG Device Model

Embedded BIST

Basic Test Generation

FPGA At-Speed RAM
Interconnection test

ATPG Memory Access

FPGA frequency
measurement

Basic Test Generation

µP At-Speed RAM
Interconnection test

AVTG Dynamic
Memory Access

µP Interconnection test

Basic Test Generation













Automated VarioTAP Flash ISP

Basic Test Generation



FPGA BERT

Basic Test Generation



µP System Bus test

Basic Test Generation
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FPGA At-Speed
Flash programming

Automated Flash ISP (AFPG)
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FPGA Boot-Flash
programming

Automated Flash ISP (AFPG)
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µP/FPGA (Boot-)
Flash programming
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Automated VarioTAP Flash ISP

= JTAG Interface
FPGA Functional RAM test



*

= Debug Interface (JTAG, SWD, DAB, ...)

FERT = Frame Error Rate Test

BERT = Bit Error Rate Test

*additional model license required

Performance
static

signal transitions much slower than at functional speed (by orders of
magnitude)

at-speed

signal transitions somewhat slower than functional speed of the controlling
pin

nominal-speed

signal transitions take place at the functional speed of the controlling pin

stress

signal transitions at functional speed but with deviating parameterization, or
at faster than normal functional speed with or without deviating
parameterization

Applications
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Application type Key application contents
Classification of applications
Each step in the program flow has
a certain basic goal, such as testing,
programming, HW debugging or
validation; it is defined by very specific
characteristics, such as the instrument
used, the execution environment, the
execution speed or even interactions
with other instruments.

structural test

structures like pins/nets are tested, but component
functionality (other than transparent logic and bus drivers) are
not

semi-structural test

test of the same elements as in structural testing, but the test
procedure is integrated into a functional framework, e.g. in
BERT, data streams are evaluated to assess signal quality

functional test

test of functional elements, e.g. decoders, oscillators,
multiplexers, interfaces or others

parametric (analogue)
test

test of parameters (e.g. frequency of an oscillator signal, voltage
values...) using CION-LX I/O modules and µP-GPIO/ADC/DAC
test resources

HW-debugging/validation interactive test of register structures, pins, connections or logic
functions and comparison against specifications, modelling ...
programming

high-speed programming
serial flash (I2C, SPI, …)

programming of non-volatile memory, such as µP-internal flash,
NAND, NOR, eMMC, SPI, I2C, PLD/FPGA or others

high-speed programming
of NAND/NOR flash
PLD-/FPGA programming

LAN interface test

high-speed eMMC
programming

analog I/O test

digital interconnection test

gigabit-I/O test

JTAG scan chain
JTAG connector access
buffer & logic test

voltage measurement
DDR-SDRAM access test
frequency measurement
temperature measurement
push button test

digital I/O test
USB interface test
display test

µC high-speed programming

LED test

Practical application examples

Product life cycle overview
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Manufacturing

PLC state

typical requirements

design

detailed/accurate DfT analysis to enhance defect coverage and reduce manufacturing cost

prototyping

verification of important signal connections and functional parameters, e.g. correct clocks

manufacturing

highly effective fault recognition with detailed reporting for rapid localization

field support

fast secure firmware updates

repair/service

test, fault localization and updates

ISO 9001 certiﬁed
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